Veterinary Practice Guide to Dog Health

Pyrenean Mastiff: Working Group

Pyrenean Mastiff

The Pyrenean Mastiff was once known as the Navarra Mastiff as it was developed in the Pyrenean region
between Aragon and Navarra. The breed is of the Molosser family and has always been used as a flock
guardian, protecting their herds from predators such as the wolf and bear. To give it some protection in its
work, the Pyrenean Mastiff would often wear a heavy spiked collar to protect its neck and throat from
assailants.
Like all of the Mollosoid breeds, the Pyrenean Mastiff is large and powerful. Ideal height for males is 81 cm (32
in) with bitches standing around 73.5 cm (29 in). He should be strong, rustic and powerful, with strong bone,
deep chest and a large strong head and wide, deep muzzle. The strong neck is protected by loose skin and
double dewlaps. The coat is thick, abundant and coarse in texture. The coat colours most frequently seen are
white with gold, grey or badger markings on head, ears and neck. The main body colour should always be
white. Sometimes colour may be found on the hindquarters.
The Pyrenean Mastiff is remarkably light on his feet for his size. The tail is carried low, and can curl at the tips
and should never be carried above the level of the back. He is calm in temperament but can be aggressive
when doing the job for which he was bred. Wonderfully loyal to his master and family he had adapted well to
modern life and his role of guardian of the home.

What health screening is currently relevant?
Kennel Club Accredited Breeders must use, or are strongly recommended to
use, the following screening schemes and/or advice for sires and dams:

• BVA/KC Hip Dysplasia Scheme
• Eye testing

This list is not necessarily comprehensive and you should still ask breeders and refer to breed clubs about health issues in the breed.

